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Home Learning Links  
 
Oak National Academy 
Oak National Academy is an online classroom and resource hub.  It provides high-quality video 
lessons and resources to support teachers, parents and pupils. 
www.thenational.academy 
 
BBC Bitesize 
With BBC Bitesize it is easy to keep learning at home.  You can access regular daily lessons in 
English, maths and other core subjects. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize  
 
Phonics English Hubs 
Online phonics lessons for the Letters and Sounds phonics programme. 
https://www.wandleenglishhub.org.uk/lettersandsounds  
 
World Book Online  
World Book online have just made their fabulous collection of over 3,000 e-books and audiobooks 
available for free for children to access at home. They have books suitable for all ages. Click on the 
following link to access them.  
https://worldbook.kitaboo.com/reader/worldbook/index.html?usertoken=Mjk5MzQ6MTpJUjA5M
jAxNjoyOmNsaWVudDE2OTc6MTY5NzoyMjE2Mjg4OjE6MTU4NDM4MDExMzA2Mjp1cw%3D%3D   
 
Read Works.org  
Read Works offers access to 3000+ comprehension for all age groups. Just sign up for a free 
account to access fantastic texts.  
https://www.readworks.org/    
 
Beanstalk  
Beanstalk website is packed with lots of interactive materials for children aged 1 to 6. They are 
offering free access to all families during the COVID-19 pandemic.  
https://beanstalk.co/   
 
Tutortastic  
An online platform with tutorials and videos for home learning.  
https://www.tutortastic.co.uk/blog/homelearning   
 
Education Quizzes  
A series of short quizzes for children to complete related to the National Curriculum subjects. Just 
select KS1 for Reception, Year 1 & Year 2 and select KS2 for Years 3-6.  
https://www.educationquizzes.com/ks1/   
 
Top Marks  
A range of activities here but especially good interactive activities for maths.  
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/   
 

http://www.thenational.academy/
http://www.thenational.academy/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
https://www.wandleenglishhub.org.uk/lettersandsounds
https://worldbook.kitaboo.com/reader/worldbook/index.html?usertoken=Mjk5MzQ6MTpJUjA5MjAxNjoyOmNsaWVudDE2OTc6MTY5NzoyMjE2Mjg4OjE6MTU4NDM4MDExMzA2Mjp1cw%3D%3D
https://worldbook.kitaboo.com/reader/worldbook/index.html?usertoken=Mjk5MzQ6MTpJUjA5MjAxNjoyOmNsaWVudDE2OTc6MTY5NzoyMjE2Mjg4OjE6MTU4NDM4MDExMzA2Mjp1cw%3D%3D
https://www.readworks.org/
https://beanstalk.co/
https://www.tutortastic.co.uk/blog/homelearning
https://www.educationquizzes.com/ks1/
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/


Classroom Secrets  
Classroom Secrets Kids is offering free access to everyone until the end of April 2020. The platform 
is aimed at primary aged children and covers subjects such as maths, reading, grammar and 
spelling. The platform is really child-friendly so that they're able to access it on their own. There 
are a load of games and interactive activities from phonics to SATs  
https://kids.classroomsecrets.co.uk/   
 
National Geographic  
National Geographic is a great platform for learning and it’s totally free. There are online games, 
resources and competitions, too.  
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/teacher-category/primary-resources/ 
 
Reading Eggs 
https://readingeggs.co.uk/  
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Key Question Week 7: How would you survive as a Blitzed Brit? 

Key Text for Linked Learning: Goodnight Mr Tom 

Linked Learning: History, DT 

This week, the children will be continuing the topic of World War Two.  They will recap the causes of 
World War 2 and learn about what life was like in the cities of England during the Blitz.  Children will 
also consider how people may have viewed the war at the time, and what their opinions may have 
been. In English, children will focus on their class novel, Goodnight Mr Tom, focusing primarily on 
their reading skills, including: referring to the text when making comments about what they have 
read; predicting what might happen; and ‘reading between the lines’ using clues in the text. Children 
will begin to empathise with each character and use ‘show don’t tell’ methods of description to build 
up to writing character descriptions of the main characters, Willie and Tom. Children will build their 
variety of sentence structures by being introduced to embedded clauses to give extra information. 

Maths: Children will revisit compact column addition this week, building to adding groups of 3 and 4 
2-digit numbers using this method. They will move on to addition, counting up and using expanded 
column subtraction to find the difference, then apply these skills to problem solving. 

Science: Children will explain that living things can be grouped in different ways. 

History: See above. 

Geography: Children will compare the human and physical topography of the UK. 

Computing: Children will use search engines to find information, evaluating the usefulness and 
reliability of the information. 

Art: Children will continue their work on David Hockney. They will revisit their prior learning on 
perspective in order to recreate a sketch of Hockney’s ‘Garrowby Hill’. 

Design Technology: Children will research and gather information about the need for personal air 
raid shelters in WWII.   

PDW / R.E: Children will learn about how to overcome language as a barrier by learning some simple 
sign language. 

P.E: In P.E this week, children will involve others in a game by passing to them 

MFL: Children will continue to learn about key celebrations in France. 

Mini Quiz: Children will complete a quiz to consolidate their learning. 
 



Timetable 
Here is the timetable we follow each day at school. Lessons will be taught on 

the corresponding days and you may wish to use the timetable to help you 

structure your day. 

 

 



Handwriting Monday – Friday 

 
 Please practise the following double letter joins for 5 minutes each day: 

 

rr 

 

 

nn 

 

 

mm 

 

 The image below shows how these letters are correctly joined: 

 

 
 



Monday Vocabulary 
Here are two words from chapter 14 of ‘Goodnight Mr Tom’. 

 Astounded 

 Absorbed 

Use our vocabulary grid, a dictionary and online research to help you 

deconstruct each word. 

 

 
 

 

 



Monday English – How can we describe 

Tom and Willie? 
 For the next few weeks, our English work will be based on our class 

novel: ‘Goodnight Mister Tom’. We hope you have been able to listen 

every week using the YouTube audiobook – if not, please listen to the 

first three chapters before starting your work. 

 

Character Task 

 We are going to show what we know about Tom and Willie so far by 

creating a role on the wall for each character. You can write and draw 

pictures. 

 Outside of the character outline: add details of the character’s 

appearance and actions. 

 Inside of the character outline: add details of the character’s 

personality, thoughts and feelings.  

 

Here is a link to the film version of ‘Goodnight Mister Tom’. You can watch 

the first few scenes and see what information you find to add to your roles 

on the wall: https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=7j8awfdvxaw 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=7j8awfdvxaw


 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



Monday Maths – Adding 3 2-digit 

numbers 

 
  



 
Activity 1: Number Spinners! 

Use the number spinners website and set up your spinners like my picture 

below. Spin all three spinners to create 3 2-digit numbers and add them 

together! Repeat and see how many calculations you can do. 

https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/112/itp-number-spinners 

 

 

 

  

 
 

https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/112/itp-number-spinners


Activity 2 

 



Monday Geography – Features of the UK 
 Match each feature of the UK to its photo and decide if it is a human 

or physical feature. Sort them into two groups. 

 Use an atlas or online map to locate each feature and mark it on your 

map of the UK. 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Big Ben 

(Houses of Parliament 

In London) 

Angel of the North 

(Gateshead) 

Clifton Suspension Bridge 

(Bristol) 

Wembley Stadium 

(London) 

Edinburgh Castle 

(Scotland) 

RIVER SEVERN 

(longest river in UK) 

Ben Nevis 

(Highest mountain in UK) 

Forest of Dean 

(In Gloucestershire) 

Durdle Door 

(Jurassic Coast) 

Lake Windermere 

(Largest lake in England) 



 

 



Monday History – The Blitz 
What was it like to be in a British city during World War 2? 

 Access the webpages below – read and watch to find out all about the 

Blitz. 

http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/war/blitz.htm 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/history-ks2-living-through-

the-air-raids/zjnyrj6 

 

Activity One: Imagine an air raid 

When an enemy plane was spotted over the city, an air raid siren would 

sound. 

 Play the sound and imagine waking up in the night to hear it: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=erMO3m0oLvs 

To stay safe, everybody had to find a shelter. If you lived near an 

underground train station, you might go there. If you were lucky, you might 

have had your own shelter in your back or front garden. 

 Find a table in your house. Using a big sheet or blanket, cover the table 

so all the edges are covered down to the ground. Leave a small opening 

for yourself and climb underneath. Imagine waiting in here for hours, 

sometimes with several families, for the ‘all clear’ siren to sound. 

 

Activity Two 

 Look at the photo below. Using this and your experience imagining an air 

raid, write a short description of what you think it would have been like 

during an air raid. 

 

http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/war/blitz.htm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/history-ks2-living-through-the-air-raids/zjnyrj6
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/history-ks2-living-through-the-air-raids/zjnyrj6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=erMO3m0oLvs


Tuesday Spelling – ‘anti’ prefix 

 
Spelling Challenge  

Find the ‘anti’ word to match each of the definitions below. Write and spell it 

correctly. 

 
 



Tuesday English – Making Character 

Inferences 
Yesterday we added everything we know so far about Willie and Tom to our 

roles on the wall. Sometimes, the author gives us clues about a character’s 

thoughts and feelings by giving us clues in the text so we have to work out 

what they think and feel ourselves. This is called inferencing. 

 

Reading Task: Use the clues from ‘Goodnight Mister Tom’ to find out even 

more about the characters! 

 Read each short extract and decide what it shows you about the 

character’s thoughts and feelings. 

Here is an example of an inference I have made: 

 
Chapter 11: Willie has friends round 

Tom: ‘I just thought I’d be around like, in case he needs anythin’. Tends to git over-

excited.’  

This shows me that Tom is protective of Willie as he wants to be there in case anything 

happens. It also shows he is caring and thoughtful. 



 

 
 Now you have made some inferences about Tom and Willie, go back to 

your roles on the wall from yesterday – do you have some more 

information you could add to them? 



Tuesday Maths – Adding 4 Numbers 

 
Activity 1 

 

 

 

 
 



Activity 2 

 
 

Activity 3 

 



Tuesday Computing – Using a Search 

Engine 
We are going to use a search engine to find out information about World 

War 2 Anderson Shelters. 

Watch the video to find out how a search engine works: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zspbcdm 

 

 

Anderson Shelter Research: Create a research booklet to use for our DT 

project this term where we will make our own Anderson shelters. 

Use the questions below to help you guide your research. 

 

 Who created them? When were they created? 

 What was the purpose of them? 

 What were they made out of? 

 How big were they? Where would they be built? 

 What was in them? How many people could fit in them? 

 Were they a nice place stay in? Why? 

 Who had them? How much were they? 

 What characteristics would the shelter need to have? (What did they 

need to be able to do? 

 

Here is a great website to start you off: 

http://primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/war/shelters.htm 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zspbcdm
http://primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/war/shelters.htm


Tuesday & Friday PE 

 
Options for this week! Remember to get your heart rate up for at least two 

hours over the week! 

 Complete the next lesson of PE with Mr Dineen on YouTube (Lessons 8 

& 9) 

 Choose your favourite songs and follow along with a dance on Just 

Dance: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5-

3tkqR92QINQyCrVocb1Q?app=desktop 

 Using a ball, or something you can throw, create your own ‘Sevens 

Challenge’ based on the one shared last week. Challenge your family or 

even send in the challenge to your teachers! 

 Complete a ‘Cosmic Kids Yoga’ of your choice on YouTube. 

 Are you feeling super fit?! Try the alphabet fitness challenge – spell 

out your name and carry out the move for each letter. If you have a 

short name, include your second name or initial too! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5-3tkqR92QINQyCrVocb1Q?app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5-3tkqR92QINQyCrVocb1Q?app=desktop


Wednesday Spelling – ‘anti’ words 
Game Time! 

Play ‘Against the Clock’. How many ‘anti’ words can you spell correctly in the 

time given? Can you improve on your score?! 

https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-7455.htm 

 
 

https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-7455.htm


Wednesday English – Adding More 

Information 
Starter Challenge: Synonym Swap! 

How many synonyms can you find for each of my words describing Willie? 

 
 

We are going to have a go at adding extra information into sentences for a 

character description by inserting embedded clauses. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Your First Challenge: Can you underline the embedded clause in each of my 

sentences about Tom? 

 

The old man, who had lived alone for many years, felt a strange attachment 

to Willie. 

 

Tom’s jacket, which was made of thick, heavy tweed, had a comforting and 

familiar smell. 

 

The news of evacuees coming to the village, which had been an unwelcome 

shock for some, had filled Tom with a new sense of hope. 

 

Writing Challenge: Can you fill the gaps in my sentences about Willie with 

some extra information about the noun in each sentence? 

 

1. His socks, which_____________________, 

hide the bruises inflicted upon him by his 

mother. 

2. The shy evacuee, who _________________, 

is incredibly timid. 

3. Willie’s bag, which ___________________, 

did not contain any toys or books. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More Challenge! 

Now have a go at writing some of your own sentences about Willie or Tom, 

adding extra information using embedded clauses! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wednesday Maths – 3-digit Subtractions 

 



 



 
 
Example 

 



Wednesday DT – Cross Sectional 

Drawings 
When we design our Anderson shelters, we will need to have a diagram to 

help us. Remember a diagram is a line drawing with labels to show how 

something looks and works! 

Here is a cross sectional diagram of an Anderson shelter – you can see how 

some of the side is removed to show what is on the inside too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your Task 

 Use your research from yesterday to create a diagram of an Anderson 

shelter.  

 Remove one of the sides in your diagram to make is cross sectional. 

 Label all the features of the Anderson shelters to show how it is built, 

what it is made of and what it contains. 

 



Wednesday French – Celebrations 

 

 
Activity One: Can you rearrange the words below to create your own 

sentences and read them out loud? 

 



 

 

 
Activity Two 

 



Thursday English – Planning a Character 

Description 
 Your first challenge: read the character description of Willie. Can you 

find… 

 A simile 

 A metaphor 

 An embedded clause 

 Some ‘show don’t tell’ language 

 
William Beech, the evacuee currently living with Thomas Oakley, is not a typical nine-year-

old boy. Based on his appearance, you would think he is five or six years old, due to his 

waif-like, skeletal frame.  Upon his head sits scruffy, unkempt hair, which looks as if it 

has not been brushed in a while. His eyes sit in deep, purple valleys, suggesting he is 

permanently exhausted. The clothes he wears give the impression he is not well-looked 

after. They are much too big for him, emphasising the fact he is malnourished. Adorning 

his torso is his green pullover, which is slowly unravelling at the hem, and flaps freely 

around his narrow waist. His shorts, which are shabby and stained, whip back and forth in 

the breeze like the tattered sail of a sinking ship. Covering the rest of his legs are socks 

which, like the rest of his clothes, are enormous for his tiny body. The socks are a 

comfort to Willie, as they hide the sad rainbow of blue, purple and yellow bruises which 

decorate his legs. 

 

It is not only Willie’s appearance which is concerning, but his behaviour, too. He is a timid 

boy, who does not speak unless he is spoken to. His voice, which is papery and thin, is a 

ghost on the wind. For example, on the few occasions he does speak, whatever he says is 

shyly whispered. Gingerly, he tip-toes whenever he moves. It is almost as if he is trying to 

be invisible. The anxious, petrified little boy often flinches, as he is scared of most 

adults. Whenever anybody is kind to him, his look of bewilderment is plain to see.  

 

 Can you see how I have structured my character description? 

PARAGRAPH 1: Describe Willie’s/Tom’s appearance 

PARAGRAPH 2: Describe Willie’s/Tom’s behaviour and personality 

 

 Today you are going to plan your character description, ready to write 

it up tomorrow.  

 You can choose whether to describe Willie or Tom. 

 

 

 



Paragraph 1: Appearance 

I will include… 

Body 

 

 

 

 

Face 

 

 

 

 

Clothes 

 

 

 

 

 

Paragraph 2: Behaviour and Personality 

I will include… 

Movements 

 

 

 

 

Voice 

 

 

 

 

Personality 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Thursday Maths – Subtracting 3-digit 

numbers 

 



 
Activity 1: Use written subtraction to complete these calculations 

 
 

 

 



Activity 2 

 



Thursday PDW – How can we 

communicate when language is a barrier? 
 

Take a look at the following photos and discuss how these people are 

communicating without speaking. What do you think they are trying to 

communicate? 

 
Look at the last photo again – the two women are using sign language – did you 

know around 156,000 in the UK use British Sign Language as their first 

language? 

 

Why might 

somebody learn 

British Sign 

Language? 

 

Activity One: 

How many 

letters of the 

BSL alphabet 

can you learn? 

 

 

 



Activity Two: Here are some sign language greetings. Could you have a 

conversation with somebody using only sign language?  

 
 

Extra Fun! 

If you would like to learn more sign language, check out these songs that you 

can sign along with 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/bring-the-noise/5-songs-in-bsl/z4g88xs/ 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/bring-the-noise/5-songs-in-bsl/z4g88xs/


Thursday Art – How did David Hockney 

use perspective? 
Look at David Hockney’s painting ‘Going up Garrowby Hill’ 

 What do you think about the 

colours he has used? Can you 

remember the colours in the 

painting from last week? 

 How has David Hockney used 

perspective to show he is going 

up the hill? 

 What has David Hockney done 

to the line of trees to show 

perspective? 

 How has David Hockney used art 

techniques to show the texture 

of the fields? 

 

 

 
Artist Challenge 

Have a go at sketching out a copy of ‘Going up Garrowby Hill’ as accurately as 

possible. 

•  First you will draw the horizon line. This is where the sky looks as if it 

meets the land.  

•  Make a small dot on the horizon – this is the vanishing point.  

• Draw one side of the road gently curving back and forth until it meets the         

vanishing point.  

•  Next draw the other side of the road, starting wide at the bottom of the 

page, following the curves, becoming steadily narrower, until the second line 

meets the vanishing point.  

•  Add the fields, the children that the fields closest to you will be larger 

with a stronger, darker line.  

•  What is closer to you will have more detail and what is further away will 

have less detail. 



Friday Spelling – ‘anti’ Prefix 

 

 



Friday English – Writing a Character 

Description 
Now it’s your opportunity to put all of your work this week into a character 

description of Willie or Tom! 

 

Remember to use your plan to help you structure your writing, and try to 

include all the features from our checklist below. 

 

We can’t wait to see what you write! Why not create an illustration to go 

with it if you would like to? 

 

Feature Have I included it? 

Super adjectives for description  

‘show don’t tell’  

Embedded clause  

Simile  

Metaphor  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Friday Maths – Reasoning & Problem 

Solving 
True or false? 
 

 Adding three 2-digit numbers always produces a number over 50. 

 Adding three 2-digit numbers cannot produce 299.  

 There are three identical numbers which add to 252. 

 

Choose three consecutive numbers, e.g. 39, 40 and 41.   

Add them.  

Repeat twice with different sets of consecutive numbers. 

What patterns can you spot? 

 

Fill the gaps in this subtraction: 

81      – 4      7 =      46 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 



Friday Science – Living Things 

 
Starter Question: What makes you similar to the plants in your garden? 

 

For something to be a living thing, it must pass all of the MRS NERG tests. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Your Task: 

Create a poster to show children in Year 2 how to spot if something is a living 

creature. 

Make sure to include all of the MRS NERG features. 


